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Lu·cas
a nice, simple guy

Living being for 16 
years and counting,
lover of photography, 
music, sports, animals 
and programming.
Naturally shy but there 
are some exceptions.

Maceira, Torres Vedras



Photography 
Passion

I’ve always liked photography and still remember
the first camera I used and how I did a couple of
stop-motion scenes since it was a new thing to me.
Now, I mostly take portraits of my sister (at the
image on the right), of landscapes and I’m looking
to learn and practice long-exposures. By the end of
2018, I’ve started using software to lightly enhance
my pictures and stepping up my game.

Bestança River, Cinfães



Douro River, Cinfães Bestança River, Cinfães Nations Park, Lisbon



Music

I listen to lots of genres such as Pop and Rock,
however, I don’t enjoy Heavy/Trash Metal and Rap
(but I do like some songs). Due to my parents
playing the guitar, I decided to learn how to play
the drums when I was about 7 years old and still
remember a really small concert where nobody
could see me thanks to the drums being so big.
Unfortunately, I have lost the will to keep playing
as I have started to do other things such as playing
the piano. I’ve always liked the piano due to the
fact I liked it way more when I knew the songs,
other than learning them. As a result, I haven’t
learnt two songs that I wanted to play as a result
of losing the will. Currently, 2 of my favourite
songs are Faster – Within Temptation and Hail to
the Victor – Thirty Seconds to Mars.



Sports

As mentioned before, I love sports and yet I
dropped out of the off-school ones. My favourite
sport is either basketball or volley, but I can’t
decide. I used to play basketball every school
break with my classmates due to the fact that we
really like playing although, as I left that school, I
barely play it now. I have started playing volley
more “seriously” last summer because, on
vacations, we’re near the beach and there’s a
volley net and if you don’t happen to bring
anyone to play with you, it is certain that there
will be someone already playing or asking you if
they can also play.



Games

As I am in a programming course thanks to my love
for programming, I also love knowing how stuff
works inside computers. I have spent time looking
on YouTube and open-source code to understand
how some games work and even do some simple
ones by myself. Other than doing that, I also like to
play some games and me and my dad are rivals.
We have played FIFA for so many years and all
those years he has won because I didn’t know how
stuff worked (mostly football but also the digital
game itself) and now I win most of the times. As a
logic lover, I also play chess most lunch breaks at
school with one of my closest classmates.



Daily Routine

I mostly wake up at 6:50am and leave my bed at
7:05am. Then, I go to the kitchen and prepare my
breakfast. Next, I get dressed, wash my teeth and
get on going. I take the bus really near my house to
the metro and when I get to one of the closest
stations near my school, I get off and go on foot.
After the morning classes, me and my group of
friends go to a near park, Jardim Constantino, to
have lunch and then we get back to school. As
previously mentioned, we generally play chess on
lunch breaks. After school, we separate and me
and one of my friends go to the metro where we
then follow our own line to home. Just like in the
morning, I also take the bus between the metro
station and home.



School Life

After getting ready, I grab my backpack and get on
going. Usually, I am with a group of closer friends
and we work together as a group of 4 in classes,
as the tables are, in the majority, for groups. My
favourite classes are programming, math and
physics and chemistry due to the fact that I enjoy
science and technology. Programming is, for me,
the easiest one since I understand how and why it
works and it’s all logic.



Rocky

Nina

Kit Kat

Super shy, kind of makes monkey
sounds, discoverer of wardrobes,
sleeps where the sun is just like a
sunflower. Attacks FIFA players if
the game is on the TV. Really likes being with people and

being petted, eating and sleeping.
Sometimes lets people work on
laptops on the couch but still
needs attention.

Turns his face when a camera is
pointed, loves eating, being
petted and being outside and
going after Nina and Rocky. Barks
if someone is on the stairs.



and that’s… Lucas.
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